PRIVACY
IS NEW LUXURY
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soft seating lounge chair

A11
A11 & A11.open
It is a modern, designer, futuristic
and functional lounge chair, available in closed version – A11 – and
open – A11.open. It allows you to
create your own private space,
where you can escape from the
day’s hustle and bustle. At the
same time, the A11 provides the
comfort associated with luxury
and a unique experience that
will enrich your working day and
those moments of relaxation.

Futuristic
design
The original, exclusive design is the responsibility of Przemysław
“Mac” Stopa, founder and chief designer of Massive Design. The
leitmotif of the design work, was the anniversary of the Apollo 11
mission. The design is enclosed in a cylindrical form that resembles
a cocoon, with a comfortable seat inside that has visually separate
elements (backrest, headrest, etc.).
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A s l i d i n g f r o n t pa n e l
that covers the entire upper body
While in the covered position it also reduces
the amount of light available. Thus it encourages your much deeper, faster regeneration
as you sit and relax there. The A11 is also
the only model on the market that allows
a power nap without the disadvantage
of being watched by others. The darkened
interior is also the perfect opportunity to create
a “mini cinema room”, to watch a video on
a tablet or smartphone.

Unique work
and chillout experience
The A11 is more than a number of advantages based on the product itself but, more
importantly - the resulting unique experience.
Inside you may feel like you are occupying
a specially prepared, comfortable and functional workstation - prepared for you, no matter
where you are. That’s a whole new quality
in remaining focused or relaxing in the
workplace.

Same office, new rules

Be yourself everywhere
A11 is intended not just for the modern office but also as a complementary element for hotel lobbies, airports, shopping malls,
co-working spaces, reception areas, waiting rooms, conference
spaces and chillout zones. The A11 is therefore a functional solution that fits the mobile nature of today’s office and co-working
spaces, providing an isolated zone which gives a sense of security.

The A11 is a product that changes the
previously accepted, archaic rules of work
and encourages a modern, creative approach
instead. It’s somewhere you can take a nap
during a break between projects, so you
can resume work on them with fresh energy.
It’s your individual space, one where you can
feel safe and productive - a cylindrical form
that surrounds you on almost every side.
A11 will be natural part of acoustic solutions
in your workspace.
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The entire frame of the lounge chair is made of plywood
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P
 roduct covered with flame retardant polyurethane foam
and upholstered in high-quality Italian wool fabric
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Inside there is a seat, armrest, backrest and headrest,
all formed as modular elements, visually separated
from each other
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S
 liding front panel mechanism to allow you to be
completely isolated from the environment
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Built-in USB port
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It has a 4-arm, chrome-plated armchair foot
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The armchair has acoustic properties, it naturally complements
other acoustic office solutions.

A11
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A11.OPEN
w: 34 in / 87 cm
d: 37 in / 94 cm
h: 65 in / 165 cm

w: 33 in / 85 cm
d: 35 in / 90 cm
h: 63 in / 160 cm

fabric colours
TJA
jade

TSG
Seagrass

TLI
Lichen

TWO
woodbline

TMS
Mustard

TCA
Cameo

TBI
Biscuit

TDU
Dust

THI
Chinchila

TTM
Autumn

TSN
Sienna

TTE
Terracotta

TFI
Fire

TPL
plum

TPC
Pelican

TSI
silver

TPE
Pewter

TGR
grey

TON
onyx

TST
Storm

TIN
Indigo

TEG
Eggplant

TFU
Fuchsia

TOR
Orchid

THY
Hyacinth

TCL
cloud

TRC
Arctic

TEM
Emerald
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your
privacy
your
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